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Abstract  
 

This study investigates different ways to use Microsoft SharePoint to publish 

data in the form of charts and tables from a software system as a part of a 

business intelligence effort. The purpose is to provide accurate and up-to-date 

statistics automatically on a corporate website instead of manually creating it. 

An application was developed to serve as middleware between the SharePoint 

server and the data source. Different options were analyzed, both client-side and 

server-side components. It was found that using the SharePoint .NET client API 

is an efficient way to achieve this goal, especially in an IT environment where 

development of SharePoint server-side components isn’t a viable option due to 

IT security concerns. The study describes a way to initiate a small-scale BI 

implementation without large budgets or firm commitments in the organization. 

It uses a web collaboration tool that is common in larger businesses and shows 

a way to interface in-house developed data sources. What SharePoint API to use 

was restricted from a IT security and stability standpoint in this thesis. This 

restriction is likely to apply also on other larger organizations where a similar 

initiative is driven from outside the IT department. It was found that automating 

the generation of production reports could save significant time compared to 

manually creating them. 

 

 

 

Keywords: SharePoint, .NET, Automation, C#, Business Intelligence, Key 

Performance Indicator 
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1  Introduction 
The fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0 is about transforming manufac-

turing with increasing digitalization, networking and computerization of all areas 

of production. This enables companies to increase efficiency, reduce waste but 

also be more responsive for changing market demands and faster product cycles 

[1]. 

Industry 4.0 is a trend in the manufacturing industry, which focuses on digitali-

zation of all manufacturing equipment, collecting data about operation processes 

and providing information transparency. Relevant information about process ef-

ficiency, quality issues and bottlenecks need to be available in real-time to be 

efficient. Data analytics is a prerequisite of Industry 4.0, but according to the 

Global Industry 4.0 Survey by PwC [2] 38% of respondents say they rely on the 

selective, ad-hoc data analytics capabilities of individual employees while an-

other 9% have no significant data analytics capabilities at all. For small- and me-

dium sized manufacturers, the cost of investing in software’s and new equipment 

that supports data collection and analysis can be significant. Further, deploying 

advanced solutions could be hard in small- and medium sized manufacturers be-

cause they lack the required competence and resources to do so [1].   

On average, companies in the Global Industry 4.0 Survey by PwC [2] expects to 

reduce operational cost by 3.6% while increasing efficiency by 4.1% annually 

through digitalization. The study identifies that the lack of digital operations vi-

sion and support and leadership from top management is the biggest challenge 

(40% of respondents) for building digital operations capabilities in the company. 

Unclear economic benefit and the investments needed are ranked second with 38% 

of the respondents.  

An electronics manufacturer need to follow-up on progress and performance in 

the factory [4]. One typical measurement is production yield, a measure of how 

many units that comes out as functional compared to the number of units that 

were processed. Other common measurements are the number of repaired units, 

unnecessary retests and wasted material. Without proper tools, collecting and for-

matting of different production metrics can be both time-consuming and error-

prone. If the reliability of data is questionable and if the interval is long between 

report occasions, the value for the organization decreases.  

This study investigates how a small-scale Business Intelligence (BI) solution 

could be implemented. It uses a web collaboration tool (Microsoft SharePoint) 

for displaying manufacturing data. The purpose is to provide accurate and up-to-

date statistics automatically on a corporate website instead of manually creating 

it. If production reports can be generated without user intervention, they can be 

more frequent, provide more consistent results and save time. 
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1.1 Background and problem motivation 

Synopsys Inc. is a company that develops software- and hardware tools and ser-

vices for silicon chip design, such as tools for layout, simulation and verification. 

Synopsys also develops functional logic blocks (so-called Intellectual Property 

blocks, IP's) for logic libraries, embedded memories, processors and subsystems 

and employs over 10'000 people worldwide. 

Synopsys Hardware Platforms in Lund, Sweden develops products for IP verifi-

cation. The product contains programmable logic circuits such as Field Program-

mable Gate Array (FPGA), highly configurable clocking and connectors, allow-

ing customers to attach their own peripherals as an aid in the development of 

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). 

To get an overview of production yield or other key metrics in manufacturing, 

regular production reports is created. Today, the production reports in Synopsys 

are created manually each month using Excel spreadsheets. Creation of the re-

ports are time consuming and the information is distributed through email. Using 

email as a distribution method means that the information gets outdated very fast 

and it is hard to provide data for different parts of the organization in a timely 

fashion. Some stakeholders want daily or weekly updates and for others a 

monthly report suffices. 

Synopsys is looking for a solution to automate the creation of the production re-

ports and to make them available for a wider audience. The goal is to alleviate 

the manual work to update the current Excel production report and to provide 

production statistics that is always up to date to the stakeholders such as produc-

tion planners, engineering department and management. 

There are several reasons for tracking production performance continuously. 

There could be substantial savings if issues with the manufacturing process are 

discovered at an early stage; For example, the cost of goods for one manufactured 

part in Synopsys is around 7’400 USD/each, with a yearly volume of 4’000 

pieces. For such product, every percent (40 units) of waste would cost 296’000 

USD per year. Finding issues with the manufacturing process at an early stage 

can save substantial amount of money for the company. It is also a way to im-

prove product quality. 

Synopsys has an in-house developed test framework and manufacturing execu-

tion system ‘Synplex’ which tracks all production actions. This includes per-

formed tests, repairs, fault analyses and movement of goods throughout the fac-

tory. It also handles production issue management for example tracking of repairs 

of units returned from customers. This is the system that provides all the source 

data for the production reports. 
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1.2 Overall aim 

The overall aim with this study is to identify and implement a technical solution 

to extract data from an in-house developed production system, calculate various 

production statistics and present it on a Microsoft SharePoint site in a format that 

is easy to understand. This solution is to be compared to the current production 

reports made manually in Microsoft Excel to see which solution is better. 

This requires development of a tool that can extract data from the Synplex pro-

duction system and publish it onto SharePoint in the form of charts and lists. The 

graphical user interface of the tool should be intuitive enough to allow for a user 

to configure additional reports. To create the tool, appropriate production metrics 

needs to be defined. A study of the API’s for SharePoint and Synplex is needed 

to create the tool’s building blocks. 

The design of the tool should be scalable in such way that other business systems 

which have a public API can be incorporated at a later stage.  

The illustration below shows what needs to be developed in the scope of this 

thesis (inside of the red dotted line): 

 

Figure 1 Scope of the development in this thesis 

1.3 Scope 

This study will investigate possible ways to use SharePoint for the purpose to 

present charts and tables over various manufacturing performance metrics. It will 

not make a full comparative study of all ways this could be done, but rather find 

one way that fulfils the overall aim. 
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In the course of the study, it should suggest useful performance indicators (PI) 

for manufacturing that can be used to demonstrate the principle of how an appli-

cation can extract raw data and aggregate it into an indicator. However, selecting 

optimal key performance indicators (KPI) for the organization is outside the 

scope of this work, although briefly described in chapter 2.1. Selecting KPI’s for 

daily use in an organization requires a broader palette of data and a common view 

throughout the organization of how such indicators are to be used in the daily 

work.   

The intended audience for the production reports is personnel working with man-

ufacturing, management, business development and engineering within Synop-

sys. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 

This study should investigate if it is possible to provide production statistics using 

SharePoint instead of manually creating production reports using Microsoft Ex-

cel. 

To achieve the overall aim, several concrete goals needs to be achieved and are 

listed in the following sections: 

1.4.1 Selecting what SharePoint API to use 

Microsoft SharePoint API set is made up of several different API’s intended for 

both server-side and client-side interaction. This study should select one API that 

fulfils the overall aim with the study. 

Completion criteria: SharePoint API selected and justified. 

 

1.4.2 Define Performance Indicators and algorithms to 
calculate them 

For charts and tables to be useful and relevant, the selection of parameters to 

display is important.  

Completion criteria: This study should define PI’s and implement algorithms to 

calculate them. 

 

1.4.3 Implement a graphical user interface for report 
configuration and generation 

The tool should not be restricted to be used only by software developers, other 

users should be able to add their own customizations of the presented data, for 

example adding data items to display or a changing the graphical layout.  

Completion criteria:  
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1) Run the application for one week continuously, updating SharePoint with 

fresh data every hour. No exceptions or crashes are allowed. 

2) Verify correctness of the produced data by comparing it with manual cal-

culations. No errors allowed. 

3) Demonstrate that the graphical user interface can be used to alter and add 

bindings between the report data and the SharePoint page. 

4) Demonstrate the application on a staff meeting and ask colleagues for 

feedback.  

5) Ask colleague to use the application to create a binding between a Share-

Point list and a statistics report.  

 

1.4.4 Compare the existing solution using Excel with the 
results of this study 

The existing production report made in Excel is used to evaluate the developed 

tool in the following areas: 

1) Is it possible to create similar charts on SharePoint?  

2) Are there any improvements to be made on how data is currently pre-

sented? Can several data points be combined into the same chart to pro-

vide a better overview? Can the statistics be collated into a monthly 

view to provide a better overview? 

3) Compare the two solutions and assess the following areas: 

a. Visual presentation and general usage: Is the reader helped by 

combining data in the same chart?  

b. Performance: How fast does data load? Compare loading the Ex-

cel sheet versus loading the SharePoint page 

c. Efficiency: Does automated production reports increase effi-

ciency? How much time is saved by automating them? 

d. Usability: Which method is more versatile and how does that af-

fect the target audience? 

 

 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 describes the theory of business intelligence (BI), Microsoft's Share-

Point framework and client application programming interface (API). It also pro-

vides an overview of Synopsys Production Line Executive (Synplex), a descrip-

tion of the current Excel-based production report and related work. 
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Chapter 3 describes the methodology used to achieve the goals for this study. 

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the application and how SharePoint 

is configured to visualize the data. 

Chapter 5 shows the results of each sub-problem that the thesis addresses in 

chapter 1.4. 

Chapter 6 concludes the study by discussing the results and a proposal for further 

work. It also contains a section of the ethical aspects of the use of the final product. 

 

1.6 Contributions 

This study and source code is in its entirely created by Daniel Rhodin (the author). 

Some figures and concepts are attributed to Microsoft and Microsoft Developer 

Network which is denoted in the caption.  

Mathias Svensson, Technical Manager R&D contributed with requirements to 

this study. 
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2 Theory 
2.1 Summary of the theory chapter 

As mentioned in the introduction, collecting data about operation processes and 

providing information transparency is important in manufacturing. Relevant in-

formation about process efficiency, quality issues and bottlenecks need to be 

available in real-time to be efficient. 

This chapter provides the background of Industry 4.0, for which this study relates. 

It also describes related work on how to implement BI solutions as well as the 

commercially available tools for this purpose. The existing production reports at 

Synopsys is described in section 2.5, as well as an overview of the field of Busi-

ness Intelligence.   

As SharePoint is intended to be used as a publishing platform, an introduction to 

the different services and API’s is provided in the SharePoint section. 

The source data for this study is provided by the manufacturing system Synplex, 

which is described in section 2.8. The selection of parameters to present is de-

scribed in section 2.9. For the report engine, the ‘Reflection’ technology is used, 

which is presented in section 2.10 

 

2.2 Definition of ‘Report’ 

The term “report” is used extensively in this study and the meaning differs de-

pending of the context. A” production report” is defined as a summary of activi-

ties in electronics manufacturing that is organized in a way that helps understand-

ing the underlying data. An example of a production report could be to illustrate 

the ratio between manufactured units that passes all production steps and the total 

units, expressed in percent per month. In the Implementation chapter, the term” 

Report” refers to a class that implement the functionality necessary to create a 

production report. 

2.3 Industry 4.0 

Industry 4.0 is a term originating from a project in the high-tech strategy of the 

German government in 2011, but has become an established term in the manu-

facturing industry. The initial goals in Industry 4.0 are typically automation, man-

ufacturing process improvement and productivity optimizations [4].     
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Figure 2 Industrial revolution stages (https://www.i-scoop.eu/industry-4-0/) 

While the third industrial revolution focused on the automation of single ma-

chines and processes, the definition of Industry 4.0 according to the firm PwC is 

[5]: 

1) Digitization and integration of vertical and horizontal value chains.  

2) Digitization of product and service offerings 

3) Digital business models and customer access 

This study is limited to investigate a small-scale BI implementation to provide 

real-time access to production data for decision makers. PwC defines a maturity 

model for Industry 4.0 capabilities [2]. 

 

Figure 3 PwC maturity model - Industry 4.0 [2] 

As described in section 2.5, Synopsys can be described as a “Digital novice”, 

where the analytics is mainly based on manual data extracts from a narrow selec-

tion of production data. The results of this study are expected to provide auto-

matically generated production reports based on a wider selection of data. 
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2.4 Related work 

Steve Williams discuss how to make a successful implementation of business 

intelligence projects in his book “Business Intelligence Strategy and Big Data 

Analytics, A General Management Perspective” [26]. Williams focus on the man-

agement and selection of Key Performance Indicators, but doesn’t suggest any 

practical implementation.  

M. Steen, R. Svensson presents a way to create Business Intelligence reports us-

ing MS SQL Server Reporting Services [27]. This work suggests a way to follow-

up different aspects of project revenues and costs for the consultant company 

LexiConsult. The result of this study isn’t directly applicable to this study, as it 

interfaces the database directly and is not designed to expand to other systems.   

In “Realization Business Intelligence in Commerce using Microsoft Business In-

telligence” [33], the authors also suggest using MS SQL Server Reporting Ser-

vices where data should be extracted from the source business system into an 

SQL server. One drawback with this approach is that the same data might end up 

being stored in two different systems. This would require a careful data selection 

process where all reports that are intended to be created from the source data must 

be known up front.  

There are many commercially available software products which are very pow-

erful, such as Qlik [28] with its product Qlikview, IBM Cognos Analytics [29], 

Oracle Business Intelligence 12c [30] and SAP BusinessObjects [31]. However, 

the cost and overhead of integrating these platforms are significant. They all pro-

vide web-based user interfaces, but is not directly possible to connect to Share-

Point which was a requirement. An extensive comparison of actively maintained 

BI software’s is listed in [32]. 

 

2.5 Description of the current Excel-based production report 

The Excel workbook presents a Summary, which shows a breakdown of 

production orders, for example the number of passed/failed units, 1st pass yield 

and failure rate. Colors are used to highlight “good” and “bad” numbers. The 

text coloring is done manually; no conditional formatting is used. 
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Figure 4 Screen shot of the Excel-based production report (Summary) 

 

It also provides a Graphs tab page, where manufacturing failure rates are 

presented per product. The X-axis shows the different production orders and Y-

axis shows the failure rate expressed in percent.  

 

No weighting is done for the case where the number of units differs between 

production orders. Some production orders could be for 10 units and other 200 

units. It doesn’t provide an overview of the result in a weekly or monthly 

summary.  
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Figure 5 Screen shot of the Excel-based production report (Graphs) 

 

The source data for the Summary and Graph sheets is also a part of the Excel 

workbook. It consists of a list of all serial numbers manufactured and their 

individual status.  

 

This data is retrieved from Synplex and entered manually on a weekly basis 

into the Excel sheet. This process is very convoluted as the status of individual 

serial numbers could have been updated since last. This means that all 

production orders that are still open must be reviewed continuously.  
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Figure 6 Screen shot of the Excel-based production report (Source sheet) 

 

It should be noted that not all serial numbers are tracked in this workbook. 

There are production orders open for over 10’000 serial numbers at any given 

time for different products. Each month, 6’000 new serial numbers are created, 

and 25’000 tests are executed according to Synplex. The total count of serial 

numbers in Synplex is around 300’000, where this workbook tracks 30’000 or 

10% of these. 

 

2.6 Business intelligence 

“The main task of BI is providing decision support for specific goals defined in 

the context of business activities in different domain areas taking into account the 

organizational and institutional framework”[9] 

The amount of data that Synopsys collects from different systems grows for each 

month. From production alone, > 25’000 tests are executed, collecting all log 

files and measurements. The challenge is to convert a vast amount of raw data 

into actionable intelligence. Per a study by IBM [16] as many as 86% of the com-

panies studied answers 'Business Intelligence and analytics' when asked the ques-

tion “What kind of visionary plans do you have for enhanced competitiveness?” 

The benefits with business intelligence can be summarized in three points; 

– Remove the guesswork – data driven decision-making 

– Measure actual effect of changes and improvements 

– Identify opportunities for improvements 
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There are also many pitfalls when implementing business intelligence in practice. 

According to research conducted by the firm Gartner [12] as many as 70-80% of 

corporate business intelligence projects fail. 

“Problems tend to be people and processes, not technology” [13], Gartner claims 

and list nine common mistakes that are made when implementing BI solutions. 

One of the biggest flaws according to Gartner is the lack of a documented BI 

strategy, and that many companies are locked into an “Excel culture”, where us-

ers build their own definition of “intelligence”. This could lead to competing 

frames of reference when statistics are calculated and analyzed in different ways.  

The management thinker Peter Drucker is often attributed to the quote “If you 

can't measure it, you can't improve it”. The sentiment is that it must be possible 

to track the effect of a change to know that something has improved. 

To provide actionable business intelligence, it is very important to select indica-

tors that is a measurement of performance in relation to the business goals. Typ-

ically, there are hundreds of metrics that describes everything from the amount 

of support errands to average shipment delays. Not all of them are key perfor-

mance indicators (KPI) on how the business/activity is doing. Selecting usable 

KPIs is an art and many books are written on the topic. 

David Parmenter, author of the book “Key Performance Indicators” [22] states 

that very few organizations monitor their true KPIs because there are so many 

misconceptions of what a true KPI is. 

This study has not investigated appropriate KPIs to use for Synopsys, as this is 

outside the scope defined in 1.3.  

 

2.7 SharePoint 

SharePoint is a web-based publishing and collaboration platform developed by 

Microsoft. According to Wikipedia, SharePoint has 160 million users in 75 000 

organizations [14].  It integrates with other Microsoft Office products, such as 

Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Visio and Outlook. The usage model could be anything 

from blogs, team sites, dashboards, document handling system or project plan-

ning. 

There are several paths to publishing aggregated data to a SharePoint site: A wide 

selection from a chart component that displays data from a list to Business Con-

nectivity Services (BCS) which together with Power Pivot (another Microsoft 

add-in) provides very sophisticated ways of presenting data and Key Perfor-

mance Indicators (KPI). Starting from SharePoint 2010, Microsoft promotes the 

use of Excel Services [15], which allows for uploading Excel documents and dis-

play interactive charts directly on the SharePoint site without the need of having 

Excel installed on the client. 
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Figure 7 Serving data to SharePoint 

Each approach has its benefits and drawbacks. A short description and a summary 

follow below: 

2.7.1 Business connectivity services 

Business Connectivity Services (BCS) is a centralized infrastructure in Share-

Point 2013 [24] which allows SharePoint to access external data from a Web ser-

vice, a SQL server, an Open Data Protocol (OData) source or a Windows Com-

munication Foundation (WCF) service. This requires that a custom data con-

nector is developed which in turn interacts with the attached business system. 

2.7.2 Excel services 

Using Excel services and publishing certain charts and tables are widely used at 

Synopsys. This also allows for some interactivity if pivot charts are published, 

such as altering the filters. To use Excel services for displaying dynamic produc-

tion data, one must develop an application that creates an Excel workbook and 

regularly publishes it to the SharePoint site.   
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2.7.3 SharePoint API 

Microsoft supplies several ways to build applications for SharePoint using its API, 

both server-side and client-side. The figure shows the different available options: 

 

Figure 8 SharePoint 2013 API (MSDN article [2]) 

Using the server-side API’s enables altering of most functionality, layout and 

workflows [7], but using the server-side API's comes with some inherent limita-

tions: As it must be installed on the server farm, the corporate IT department must 

be heavily involved in the development, testing and deployment of the applica-

tion. These restrictions do not apply to the client-side API’s as this only provides 

the same functionality as a user would be able to do manually.  

SharePoint client API 

The .NET client API is specifically designed to simplify development from man-

aged code [7]. All requests, such as queries on lists, clearing lists or updating list 

contents is done via a request batching process. The intention is to minimize the 

communication between the client and the server, but requires specific sequenc-

ing to avoid run-time errors. 

The figure below shows the process of how the request batching process works. 

 

 

Figure 9 Client object model request batching (MSDN article [3]) 
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In practice this means that the client-side code must systematize the process in 

such way that a query doesn't contain both adding new data and modifying the 

entry at the same time, as this would render a run-time exception. 

The queries can be executed both synchronously (with the use of Cli-

entContext.ExexuteQuery method) or asynchronously (using Cli-

entContext.ExecuteQueryAsync). If the latter method is used, a 

callback delegate is supplied to handle the server response. 

The illustration below shows how to retrieve properties of a SharePoint site (ex-

ample from MSDN article [8]). 

 

Figure 10 Example of how to retrieve properties of a SharePoint site (MSDN article [3]) 

It is important to point out that it is not possible to retrieve for example the 'Ti-

tle' before 'ExecuteQuery'. Similarly, properties are set to a SharePoint site ob-

ject with the same semantics as illustrated below. 

 

 

Figure 11 Example of how to set properties of a SharePoint site (MSDN article [3]) 
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2.8 Synplex 

Synplex (Synopsys Production Line Executive) is an in-house developed tool to 

manage the issuing and route control of serial numbers, tests and work orders 

during the manufacturing process. It also provides different types of statistics and 

metrics in its user interface. 

 

Figure 12 Screen shot of one report page in Synplex UI 

The Synplex framework consists of several parts that enable testing, traceability 

and data collection from manufacturing of electronics.  

During each step in the production process, Synplex is used to track what actions 

that are valid for a specific unit and collects information on who that performed 

what action, test records and such. 

2.8.1 Manufacturing execution control in the Synplex 
framework 

Synplex will control the process for a product, ensuring that it follows a prede-

fined set of actions in manufacturing. It can also restrict users from doing things 

that might jeopardize the quality of the product.  

Synplex is designed with a public API, allowing different applications to make 

use of its functionality. The full API for Synplex is listed in Appendix A.  
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2.9 Selection of Manufacturing metrics 

To quantify a production process into a few relevant performance indicators, one 

should look at what factors that describes the efficiency and validity of a produc-

tion process. 

According to iSixSigma [35], the typical production metrics are First-Pass Yield, 

Throughput Yield and Cycle Time.  

 

Figure 13 Individual Test Operation (iSixSigma [35]) 

As illustrated in the figure, a manufacturing operation processes incoming mate-

rial, where a certain percent is rejected. The units that passes at its first attempt 

(marked as ‘FPY’ – First Pass Yield in the figure) is the least expensive. Some 

units will be rejected, where they either could be retested, reworked, sent back to 

an earlier operation or even scrapped. 

In Synopsys manufacturing, the flow can be illustrated as shown in the figure 

below: 
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Figure 14 Test flow operation in Synopsys 

When a unit passes a test action on its first attempt, it is counted to the First Pass 

Yield of the manufacturing process. If the unit is rejected, it will be retested with-

out any additional work being done. If it then passes, it will count to the Retest 

Yield. For units that still fails after a retest, a trouble shoot and repair operation 

will take place, which counts to the Repaired ratio. 

If a unit first fails a test, but then passes at a retest, one can suspect a test insta-

bility. The Test Instability metric is given by subtracting the Retest Yield from the 

First Pass Yield. This number can be used to detect non-deterministic or incon-

clusive test results which can be related to both the handling of the unit, the re-

peatability of the test, or how close a unit is to its tolerance limits. 

In addition to the manufacturing metrics, specific measurements related to defec-

tive units returned from the customer is measured separately. This is done to keep 

track of the number of units returned from a customer, the number of open errands 

and the average turn time to complete the repair. 
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2.10 Reflection 

Reflection is the name of a technology in the .NET Framework, which allows a 

programmer to obtain information regarding assemblies and types, such as clas-

ses and properties at runtime [23]. This means that late binding can be achieved, 

which makes it possible to write code to manipulate and retrieve data values from 

a class not known at the time of compilation. This allows the developer to decou-

ple certain logic.  

The programming language Java also supports reflection in a similar way [24].  
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3 Methodology 
To reach the goals with this study, the following must be investigated and/or de-

veloped: 

➢ Design of charts and custom lists on SharePoint that is easy to understand 

and that provides an overview for different production metrics. 

➢ Investigation of the Microsoft SharePoint client API and how this can be 

used for automation purposes 

➢ Identify useful manufacturing metrics and implement algorithms to cal-

culate them 

➢ Development of an application which allows a user to configure bindings 

between data sources and SharePoint. This configuration must be possible 

to transfer to the server that runs the application through a file. 

 

3.1 Prestudy 

To define the scope of the final product and create a project plan, the existing 

Excel production reports should be reviewed to study what production metrics 

that is generally requested and how metrics could be presented using charts and 

tables.  

The methods to programmatically interact with the production system Synplex 

must be investigated. See chapter 2.3 Synplex for more details. 

 

3.1.1 Study of the current Excel-based production report 

The existing production report made in Excel should be studied to be able to 

evaluate the developed tool.  

1) Is it possible to create similar charts on SharePoint?  

a. Investigate the options available in SharePoint for charts and ta-

bles. 

2) Are there any improvements to be made on how data is currently pre-

sented?  

a. Can several data points be combined into the same chart to pro-

vide a better overview?  

b. Can the statistics be collated into a monthly view to provide a 

better overview? 

c. Investigate what Performance Indicators that can be considered 

as typical for a hardware manufacturing environment and the al-

gorithms that enable calculation of them 
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3) Compare the two solutions and assess the following areas: 

a. Visual presentation and general usage: Is the reader helped by 

combining data in the same chart? Make a side by side compari-

son and ask for feedback from a target audience. 

b. Performance: How fast does data load? Compare loading the Ex-

cel sheet versus loading the SharePoint page.  

c. Efficiency: Does automated production reports increase effi-

ciency? How much time is saved by automating them? 

d. Usability: Which method is more versatile and how does that af-

fect the target audience? 

 

3.2 Selecting what SharePoint API to use 

The available APIs were studied [7] and how to build applications for SharePoint 

was studied in D. Feldman and J. Himmelstein’s book “Developing Business In-

telligence Apps for SharePoint” [10]. The information regarding Business Con-

nectivity Services and how to build tables and charts was gathered from S. 

Jamison, S. Handley, C.Bortlik “Essential SharePoint 2013” [11]. 

As mentioned in the scope of this thesis, this study should not perform a full 

comparative study between the different options that Microsoft provides to com-

municate with the SharePoint environment, but rather select one option that ful-

fils the overall aim with the study. Several discussions where held with IT experts 

within Synopsys on the subject, which ruled out any further investigation of 

server-side components. 

 

3.3 Define Performance Indicators and algorithms to 
calculate them 

The selection of relevant manufacturing metrics was done by reviewing existing 

production reports and by surveying industry standard production metrics. This 

is further described in chapter 2.4 Selection of Manufacturing metrics. Focus has 

been on providing the type of metrics that is familiar to the intended audience. 
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3.4 Implementing a graphical user interface for report 
configuration and generation 

Implementing the GUI for generating and configuring production report focused 

on usability, scalability and accuracy of the produced result rather than to make 

the application as visual attractive as possible. The intended application was to 

be run unattended on a server rather than on a user workstation. Running appli-

cations in an unmonitored environment requires high stability.  

During the course of the development, it was concluded that it is very easy to 

make a mistake when binding two fields; for example: If the SharePoint destina-

tion field expects a date value, but the user accidentally bound this field to a string 

data type, a run-time exception occurred. Several measures were implemented to 

prevent this from happening in the final product. 

 

3.5 Test and evaluation 

The following tasks will be performed to test and evaluate the application: 

1) Run the application for one week continuously, updating SharePoint with 

fresh data every hour. No exceptions or crashes are allowed. 

2) Verify correctness of the produced data by comparing it with manual cal-

culations. No errors allowed. 

3) Demonstrate that the graphical user interface can be used to alter and add 

bindings between the report data and the SharePoint page. 

4) Demonstrate the application on a staff meeting and ask colleagues for 

feedback.  

5) Ask colleague to use the application to create a binding between a Share-

Point list and a statistics report.  
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3.6 Development environment 

Development was done in Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2015, us-

ing .NET Framework 4.  

The component used to deploy and update the final application was 

ClickOnce[36], a component that handles publishing and signing of Windows-

based applications. 

The target for the application was a virtualized Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 

running on a machine in a data centre provided by the IT department. 
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4 Implementation 
4.1 Introduction 

One important aspect of the implementation is scalability. The architectural de-

sign of the program should be systemized so other data sources easily can be 

added. Typically, large corporations use many different enterprise systems which 

would benefit from the possibility to track progress and key performance metrics 

on SharePoint. Examples of other data sources could be product lifecycle man-

agement systems, enterprise resource planning systems, customer relationship 

management systems and project planning tools. 

As mentioned in the Theory chapter, there are many ways to interact program-

matically with SharePoint. In practice, it could be hard for a developer outside 

the IT department to deploy applications server-side. This requires elevated priv-

ileges to the SharePoint server farm and could cause instability if made wrong. 

In Synopsys, no custom applications can be deployed on the servers, which limits 

the possibilities for this study to use SharePoint client APIs. 

Most of the implementation work is related to the application that will provide 

the possibility to configure bindings between SharePoint and Synplex, which is 

described in detail below. 

4.2 Selecting what SharePoint API to use 

There are three main routes to serve data to a SharePoint site as outlined in the 

Theory chapter. Using Business Connectivity Services is a powerful method that 

Microsoft launched in the SharePoint 2013 release to solve this type of challenges. 

However, binding directly to Synplex' SQL server is not allowed for security rea-

sons and building a OData wrapper [20] around Synplex was judged to be very 

time-consuming, which wouldn't have been completed within the allocated time 

for this thesis. 

Using Excel services requires the application to create Excel workbooks and up-

date them regularly to the SharePoint site. The benefit with this approach is that 

everyone can download the source data if needed. But creating Excel workbooks 

programmatically is not trivial. As the Excel service binds to the metadata of the 

workbook, changes can have unintended consequences when displayed on the 

SharePoint site. The application that creates the Excel workbooks must also have 

Excel installed on the same server, something that is discouraged by the IT de-

partment at Synopsys. 

Using the SharePoint API set is a straightforward way to meet the goals for this 

study. As discussed in chapter 2.2.3, the client API is the easiest way with the 

least restrictions. Synopsys doesn't allow anyone to install non-standard applica-

tions on the SharePoint server due to the maintenance- and security concerns it 

comes with, so this route was not further investigated. The .NET client API was 

selected for the implementation. 
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4.3 Define Performance Indicators and algorithms to 
calculate them 

The selection of manufacturing metrics is based on: 

1) What is most commonly used for manufacturing according to iSixSigma 

[35] 

2) The type of information that the manufacturing system ‘Synplex’ can pro-

vide 

3) The metrics used in the current manufacturing reports that is created man-

ually 

The existing Excel production reports were reviewed to study what production 

metrics that is generally requested and how metrics could be presented using 

charts and tables. The result of this review showed that a SharePoint page where 

relevant charts and tables of production metrics is displayed would be sufficient 

for most users. Users that require detailed information, such as production engi-

neers would generally use other means to extract and analyze data, and are not 

the target group for this study. 

David Parmenter, author of the book “Key Performance Indicators” [22] pro-

vided useful insight into the background of business intelligence and how to pre-

sent it.  

The chapters below outline a more detailed description of the selected metrics 

used in this study: 

4.3.1 First-Pass yield 

First-Pass yield is defined as the number of units that has passed at least once and 

failed zero times on a test step divided with the total number of units that have 

visited the test step. 

This metric is used to estimate how problem-free a specific test is. Usually, all 

process steps are combined into a total first-pass yield figure, which indicates 

how problem-free manufacturing of a product is.   

4.3.2 Total yield 

As the name implies, total yield is the total number of units coming out of a test 

step divided with the total number of units that has attempted the test step. This 

measures the waste of the process. 

4.3.3 Repaired 

The number of units that have been repaired after failing a test step divided with 

the total number of units that have visited the test step. Used to understand where 

the problem areas in the product itself are. This is a product quality indicator. 
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4.3.4 Retest yield 

The number of units that passes either directly or after a retest divided with the 

total number of units. 

4.3.5 Test instability 

Defined as the units that requires a retest, but zero repairs to pass the test divided 

by the total number of units that has attempted the test step. This is used as an 

indication of test-, methodology- or product instability. If only a retest is required 

to get a unit to pass, it is an indication of non-deterministic behavior.   

4.3.6 Field return statistics 

Field return statistics are applicable to two Synopsys product lines; HAPS-70 and 

HAPS-80. Usually, such statistics is divided in in-warranty repairs and out of 

warranty repairs. In warranty repairs constitutes a financial liability, as the whole 

cost of repair is covered by Synopsys, whereas out of warranty repairs is paid by 

the customer. 

The volume of repairs should be tracked, together with the average turn time, 

which is defined as the time from receiving the faulty unit until it is repaired and 

shipped back to the customer. 

 

4.4 Synplex connection 

Connection to Synplex is done via a .NET API and a helper object that was pro-

vided. This helper object abstracts much of the boiler-plate code that otherwise 

would have been written to do common things with Synplex. Everything regard-

ing login, session handling, selection of production servers, file viewers and such 

is incorporated in this helper object. Only a subset of this functionality is used in 

this project. 

4.5 High-level architecture 

The application provides a graphical user interface, where the user can configure 

the contextual bindings between a 'Report', which is a class that implements the 

retrieval and structuring of data from a business system (in this case Synplex) 

and a SharePoint list, which is customized with the SharePoint editor. One of the 

goals is to design the architecture in such way that additional ‘Reports can be 

added, which could connect to other software systems without altering any other 

parts of the application.  

Furthermore, it is possible to save and load the bindings, which are persisted in 

files. 

Once the application is started, and its background service is started, the applica-

tion runs unattended on a Windows server. 
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The illustration below shows the concept of how the application architecture is 

constructed. 

 

4.6 Graphical User interface 

The intention with the graphical user interface is to work both as a server with a 

log window, but also as a project editor tool where the user can build report def-

initions and SharePoint list bindings. 

 

 

 

Figure 15 High-level architecture 

 

Figure 16 Class diagram of the GUI and application-common parts 
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4.6.1 Form1 

The main form of the window. The window contains of 5 parts, described in the 

following sub-chapters. The application is deployed using the Microsoft technol-

ogy ClickOnce, which allows for simple deployment of application updates. 

 

4.6.2 Binding Context Collection 

The binding context collection shows a list of bindings that has been created. 

 

Figure 18 Binding Context Collection 

If an item is highlighted in the list, the list-report association is updated accord-

ingly. 

 

Figure 17 Application overview 
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To create, remove, load or save a collection, the user right-clicks in the list and 

select the appropriate menu item. 

 

The collection is saved as a custom binary format with the extension ctx, which 

stands for context-binding file. 

Double-clicking on either the binding name or the “base URL” allows editing. 

  

 

Figure 19 Binding context collection 

- Menu items 
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4.6.3 List-Report associations 

Once a binding has been selected, the association is shown: It shows the details 

of the binding that has been created. 

 

Figure 20 List-Report association settings 

The base path URL (1) shows the base URL to the page (can be changed in the 

list collection). 

The component name of the list that this binding should be associated with is 

configured in (2). Note that this name must match the actual list name on the 

SharePoint site exactly, otherwise the list can't be found. 

If the component name exists, the user can either select “Clear fields” or “Fetch 

fields” at (3). Clearing the fields means removing all items from the associated 

list. Fetching the fields means to query the SharePoint site for available columns 

that will later populate the list of property bindings (see below). 

In the drop-down menu of the “Bindable Type” (4), the type of the component on 

the SharePoint site is selected. Currently, only SharePoint lists are supported, 

hence the only selection “ListBinding”. 

The “Bindable Query” selection (5) shows the reports that is currently imple-

mented. See the chapter on Reports for more information about these. 

Selecting a report also updates the list of possible settings (6), which are also 

defined by the report class itself. 

 

Figure 21 Bindable queries 
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When editing the report settings, the user is shown appropriate editors, such as 

date picker. 

Sometimes, the user wants to filter the results that should be presented in the list 

(7). 

In this example, we only want to display tasks where the report field 

“ShortDescription” contains the string “OperatorUI”, hence the expression 

“ShortDescription LIKE 'OperatorUI%' “. The underlying mechanism for filter-

ing rows is implemented in the DataView class [19], which allows for compound 

statements much like SQL queries. 

// operator AND has precedence over OR operator, parenthesis is needed 

dataView.RowFilter = "City = 'Tokyo' AND (Age < 20 OR Age > 60)"; 

 

// following examples do the same 

dataView.RowFilter = "City <> 'Tokyo' AND City <> 'Paris'"; 

dataView.RowFilter = "NOT City = 'Tokyo' AND NOT City = 'Paris'"; 

dataView.RowFilter = "NOT (City = 'Tokyo' OR City = 'Paris')"; 

dataView.RowFilter = "City NOT IN ('Tokyo', 'Paris')"; 

 

It is also possible to pre-sort the results using the “Sort Expression” (8), where 

expressions like “Created ASC” would mean that the result would be sorted 

with the property 'Created' ascending. It should be noted that the data can also 

be filtered and sorted on the SharePoint list. 

 

Figure 22 Report settings 

 

Figure 23 Selecting a date value in the settings list 

 

Figure 24 Row Filter syntax 
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4.6.4 Property bindings 

Each row in the property bindings list corresponds to a column in the Share-

Point list that the report is bound to (“Destination Name”). The “Destination 

Type” shows the underlying data type in the SharePoint column. 

In this example, the SharePoint list have 5 columns, where we want to map cer-

tain data to each field.   

The list shows all the report properties that can be bound to this field. The un-

derlying data type of the property is shown in square brackets. As the destina-

tion data type is 'string', all properties can coerce to this value, hence all availa-

ble properties are shown in the list. 

In case the destination type is more specific, such as a DateTime value, only 

properties that can coerce are shown in the selection. 

 

Figure 25 Property bindings 

 

Figure 26 Example of binding selections 
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4.6.5 Log window 

The log window shows the status from the background activities of the applica-

tion. When the server is started, a background thread is spawned to handle the 

requested actions. 

 

4.6.6 Settings 

Apart from the bindings, there are a few additional settings related to how the 

application should run the server. 

 

 

Figure 27 Binding to more specific destination types 

 

Figure 28 Log window example 

 

Figure 29 Application Settings 
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Some fields are read-only (grey) and are updated automatically when a file is 

saved (author and Last changed fields). 

The two most important settings here is the update strategy and the target time. 

 

First, the update strategy can either be set to 'Interval', which means that the 

'TargetTime' is treated as a time interval expressed in hours, minutes and sec-

onds for when the server will update the values. Otherwise, the update strategy 

could be set to 'AtClockTime', which means that the 'TargetTime' is treated as a 

specific time in 24-hours notation for when the reports should be updated. This 

implicitly means that for daily intervals, the 'AtClockTime' setting could be 

used. For shorter or longer intervals than that, the 'Interval' setting should be 

employed. 

4.7 SharePoint configuration and design 

Before the application can retrieve the fields from a SharePoint page, they of 

course must be created. Appendix A shows how this can be done.  

 

Figure 30 Server Update Strategy 
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4.8 SharePoint binding 

The classes involved in providing SharePoint binding is shown in the illustration 

below. 

 

All classes inherit from an abstract SerializableEntity class, which 

forces all inheritors to implement methods to stream the class objects to/from a 

file. This is later used to be able to persist the bindings to file for easy distribution. 

A Binding is a class that represents the binding between a ListField object, 

the ReflectedProperty that is the source of the value and the current value 

of the property. Essentially, this class ties the SharePoint field together with the 

report data. 

A ListField is a class that represents a field in a SharePoint list. This is a 

SharePoint column reference. 

A ReflectedProperty is a class that holds the name, description, value type 

and default value of a property. This class is used to carry the resolved report 

value into the corresponding SharePoint field. 

The PropertyReflector class is used to retrieve a value from a class object, 

where the type is unknown at compile-time.  This class uses reflection to be able 

to resolve values (properties) from a class instance. 

A BindingContext is an abstract class that keeps the whole context of the 

binding, such as; 

• URL to the SharePoint list 

• Filter expression 

• Sort expression 

• A collection of Bindings between a ListField and a source property. 

 

Figure 31 Class diagram of SharePoint binding classes 
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• A collection of configurations for this binding 

It also contains a method to resolve the binding in conjunction with a report. 

The purpose of having the BindingContext as an abstract class is to be able 

to implement different types of binding contexts to other SharePoint data com-

ponents besides lists. 

A ListBindingContext is a class that inherits from BindingContext 

and provides the specific implementations for clearing a SharePoint list and re-

trieving available fields. See Appendix E: Implementation of SharePoint 

ListBindingContext for full code listing. 

A BindingContextCollection is a class that holds a collection of Bind-

ingContext classes as well as the settings for how and when the server should 

process the list of bindings. It also contains information about the author, when 

it was last changed and the update strategy to use. 

 

4.9 PropertyReflector 

A Report class which generates values into a DataTable directly is very straight-

forward, as data types and field mappings are statically defined. But to make the 

report more flexible and to accept generic lists of class objects, a mechanism for 

dynamic mapping of data must be implemented. This allows the implementation 

to be more scalable and can be used with an adapter design pattern. If the data is 

directly convertible to tabular row/column values, there's no need to implement 

additional conversions. 

The solution to this problem is to use Reflection [21], as mentioned in the theory 

chapter. Reflection provides a way to instantiate and invoke methods and proper-

ties in run-time and is built into the .NET Framework. This is done by using the 

class PropertyInfo provided by the .NET framework.  The class Proper-

tyReflector provides methods to get a property value from an instantiated 

object by name and to list all reflected properties. This makes it possible for the 

application to dynamically handle changes to the underlying data type and to 

work directly on the data provided by Synplex.  

This is used for the TasksReport, described further below.  
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4.10 Reports 

The report classes are used to retrieve and structure the data from the data sources 

(in this case Synplex) 

 

Figure 32 Report class diagram 

 

All reports inherit from an abstract base class Report, which specifies the be-

havior of the reports.  

The full code listing of Report can be found in Appendix B: Implementation of 

the abstract ‘Report’ class. 

It contains a method to get a DataView 

from the data source. A DataView [17] is 

a class that represents a data-bindable, cus-

tomized view of a DataTable for sorting, 

filtering, searching editing and navigation. 

A DataTable [18] represents one table of 

in-memory data. The data is structured in 

rows and columns, much like a spreadsheet. 

It should be noted that the classes Data-

View and DataTable are classes which 

are provided through the .NET framework. 

When a Report is constructed, it provides 

configurations that is applicable to the spe-

cific data that should be retrieved. This con-

stitutes the configuration that the report 

should use when retrieving and structuring 

data. Examples of settings could be what 

Product ID to fetch a report for, how dates 

should be formatted, the number of deci-

mals and the date ranges to fetch data for. 

All reports must implement the methods 'In-

itializeData' and 'PopulateItems'. The data 

initialization method typically creates the 

columns in the DataTable with the name 

and value type. When the program runs, the method 'PopulateItems' is called, 

Figure 33 Fields and methods of the 

Report class 
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which does the actual work of going out to the data source to fetch and structure 

the data. 

When the application server starts, a background thread in the application exe-

cutes the configured reports at the desired interval. 

First, the SharePoint list is cleared (ClearList), then the Initialize 

method is called, which typically sets up the DataTable with the correct col-

umns and data types. Then the PopulateItems method is called, which 

fetches data from Synplex, applying any post-processing and adding it to the data 

collection. Lastly, the binding between the actual report and the SharePoint list is 

performed when ResolveBindings is called and the result is flushed to 

SharePoint. 

 

4.10.1 Implementing a class derived from ‘Report’ 

The name, description and underlying table type is defined during construction 

of the class. Also, any configuration settings that should be user customizable is 

added here: 

public MfgYieldReport() :  
base("Yield report", //Display name for report 
"Calculates yield for selected products", //Description of report 
typeof(DataTable)) //Underlying table type 

{ 
    //Adds a configuration for the user 
    AddConfiguration( 

new ReflectedProperty( 
"StoreInvalidValuesAs", //Name 
"Specifies how to treat invalid (NaN) values", //Description 
typeof(StoreInvalidValuesAs), //Data type (enum) 
StoreInvalidValuesAs.Empty)); //Default value 
 

    AddConfiguration( 
new ReflectedProperty( 

"NoDecimals", //Name 
"The number of decimals to use in percentages", //Descr. 

Figure 34 Resolving registered reports 
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typeof(int), //Data type (int) 
1)); //Default value 

} 

The InitializeData method typically adds the columns to the underlying 

table. Note that the data type for each column is specified here.  

/// <summary> 
/// Initializes data in a report 
/// </summary> 
protected override void InitializeData() 
{ 
    #region Create data table columns 
 
    dt.Columns.Add("Product ID", typeof(string)); 
    dt.Columns.Add("Start Date", typeof(DateTime)); 
    dt.Columns.Add("End Date", typeof(DateTime)); 
    dt.Columns.Add("Year", typeof(int)); 
    dt.Columns.Add("RowName", typeof(string)); 
    dt.Columns.Add("Quantity", typeof(int)); 
 
    #endregion 

} 

The PopulateItems method fetches data from a data source, and calculates 

it into the desired format.  

/// <summary> 
/// Populate the report items 
/// </summary> 
public override void PopulateItems() 
{ 
    LogMessage("Getting product(s) [" +  

Configurations["ProductID"].AsString + "]"); 
     
    //Get products defined by user 
    var prods = Configurations["ProductID"].AsString.Split( 

new string[] { ",", ";", ":", "|"},  
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries); 
 

    //Query data source (Synplex) for matching products 
    var products = Common.db.GetAllProducts().Where(p =>  

prods.Contains(p.ProductID)).ToList(); 
 
    [...]//Excluded for brewity 
 
    //Transpose data into monthly chunks 
    while (endDate < DateTime.Now) 
    { 
        var row = dt.NewRow(); 
        row["Start Date"] = startDate; 
 
        endDate = GetNextInterval(startDate).AddSeconds(-1); 
        row["End Date"] = endDate;  
 
 
 
 

Adding a log 

message 

Retrieve user 

configuration 

Query data 

source 

Transpose data in 
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Add value to row 
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        //Yield count, 1 month 
        var yrep = yieldReports.Values.Where(p =>  

p.FirstRecord >= startDate &&  
p.FirstRecord <= endDate).ToList(); 

 
        int qtyTot = yrep.Sum(p => p.WorkOrderQuantity); 
        int fpcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.FirstPassSerialNumbersCount); 
        int pcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.PassedSerialNumbersCount); 
        int fcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.FailedSerialNumbersCount); 
        int totcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.TotalSerialNumbersCount); 
        aggmfgVolume += totcount; 
 
        row["Quantity"] = qtyTot; 
        row["#1st Pass"] = fpcount; 
        row["#Passed"] = pcount; 
        row["#Failed"] = fcount; 
        row["#Total"] = totcount; 
        row["#AccMfg"] = aggmfgVolume; 
 
        dt.Rows.Add(row); 
        startDate = GetNextInterval(startDate);//Update for next pass 
    } 
 
    LogMessage("Got " + dt.Rows.Count + " items"); 

} 

All implementations of reports (ReturnRateReport, RmaReport, 

TasksReport, MfgYieldReport) in the developed application are de-

scribed further in Appendix C: Report class implementations. 

The implementation of how reflection is performed in the developed application 

is listed in Appendix D: Implementation of Reflection. 
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4.10.2 How to configure report bindings 

Once a report has been selected, the editor provides the possibility to configure 

the report query and to bind its field to a previously configured SharePoint list. 

 

Figure 35 Example of how to configure bindings 
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5 Results 
5.1 Comparison between the final product in this study and 

the existing Excel-based solution 

The overall aim with this study was to investigate if an automated report engine 

for production reports could replace the existing Excel-based production report. 

In order to assess the final product, a number of questions were asked in the in-

troduction chapter, which is answered one by one: 

5.1.1 Is it possible to create similar charts on SharePoint?  

Yes, it is possible. The built-in chart web part in SharePoint [37] supports the 

following chart types: 

- Bar chart 

- Area chart 

- Line chart 

- Point/Bubble chart 

- Financial chart 

- Pie chart 

- Radar chart 

- Gantt/Range Column chart 

- Range chart 

- Error Bar chart 

- BoxPlot chart 

- Funnel chart 

- Pyramid chart 

 

It is also possible to make combination charts, such as combining a bar chart 

with a line chart. 

 

5.1.2 Visual presentation and general usage: Is the reader 
helped by combining data in the same chart? Is the 
reader helped by combining data in the same chart? 

During the presentation held on a staff meeting, the general impression was that 

a combination chart with Months instead of production order numbers on the X-

axis was more understandable.  

 

 

5.1.3 Performance: How fast does data load? Compare loading 
the Excel sheet versus loading the SharePoint page 

It took 5.1 seconds to load an already downloaded copy of the Excel document 

(~10MB) on a standard HP Zbook 15 laptop. It took 6.9 seconds for the web 

browser to render the SharePoint statistics page. However, considering the time 

it takes to download the Excel document itself, a SharePoint-based solution is 

judged to be faster overall. 
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5.1.4 Efficiency: Does automated production reports increase 
efficiency? How much time is saved by automating them? 

 

In order to quantify the time saved, the Excel workbook was updated manually 

with actual data from Synplex. Three aspects were analyzed:  

- Adding 100 new serial numbers to the chart 

- Updating/verifying 100 existing serial numbers for test status and other 

information 

- Updating the Summary and Graphs worksheet for added serial numbers 

Adding 100 new serial numbers:  

Using built-in features in Excel such as Fill Down, this took about 4 minutes to 

do. The amount of serial numbers doesn’t matter, most of the work is spent 

collecting and entering the production order details.  

 

Updating/verifying 100 existing serial numbers for test status and other 

information:  

The data for a specific work order is first searched in Synplex. Then the data for 

each serial number is transferred to the worksheet. This took 67 minutes to 

update. It should be noted that 17 errors were found in the Excel sheet for the 

production order that was used for this test.   

 

To judge the total effort, the number of tests for one month (August 2017) was 

counted which yielded 3913 tests. Assuming the same update rate (40.2 seconds 

per s/n) it would take almost 44 hours to complete a month’s worth of updates. 

 

5.1.5 Usability: Which method is more versatile and how does 
that affect the target audience? 

Even if the SharePoint Chart web part is flexible with many different chart op-

tions, Excel is specifically built for data manipulation and display. It would be 

very hard to support the vast possibilities that Excel provides on a SharePoint 

page. As the source data is included in the sheet, many other operations can be 

done, such as pivot tables. This is not possible for a user to do on a SharePoint 

page.  

The limited information that is presented on the SharePoint page using the final 

product doesn’t allow for any further data analysis, which is deemed to be a 

limitation. For the interviewed colleagues however, this was not requested. 

 

5.2 Selecting what SharePoint API to use 

It was found that the client API is the easiest way with the least restrictions and 

was selected for the further implementation work. This selection was justified by 

analyzing the consequences of using server-side applications and by discussing 
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with the IT department of what rules that applies for deploying such application. 

The IT department strongly discouraged to take that route, as they didn’t want to 

risk instability in the SharePoint server farm. 

 

5.3 Define Performance Indicators and algorithms to 
calculate them 

The selected Performance Indicators are: 

Performance 

Indicator 

Comment 

First-Pass yield This metric is used to estimate how problem-free a specific 

test is. Usually, all process steps are combined into a total 

first-pass yield figure, which indicates how problem-free 

manufacturing of a product is. 

Total yield As the name implies, total yield is the total number of units 

coming out of a test step divided with the total number of 

units that has attempted the test step. This measures the 

waste of the process. 

Repaired The number of units that have been repaired after failing a 

test step divided with the total number of units that have 

visited the test step. Used to understand where the problem 

areas in the product itself are. This is a product quality indi-

cator. 

Retest yield The number of units that passes either directly or after a re-

test divided with the total number of units. 

Test instability Defined as the units that requires a retest, but zero repairs to 

pass the test divided by the total number of units that has 

attempted the test step. This is used as an indication of test-, 

methodology- or product instability. If only a retest is re-

quired to get a unit to pass, it is an indication of non-deter-

ministic behavior.   

Field return 

statistics 

Field return statistics are applicable to two Synopsys prod-

uct lines; HAPS-70 and HAPS-80. Usually, such statistics 

is divided in in-warranty repairs and out of warranty repairs. 

In warranty repairs constitutes a financial liability, as the 

whole cost of repair is covered by Synopsys, whereas out of 

warranty repairs is paid by the customer. 
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The volume of repairs should be tracked, together with the 

average turn time, which is defined as the time from receiv-

ing the faulty unit until it is repaired and shipped back to the 

customer. 

 

5.4 Implement a graphical user interface for report 
configuration and generation 

The completion criteria for the GUI was that it can be used to create, configure 

and generate production reports. It should also be tested for stability, data cor-

rectness and usability. 

An application is developed that allow users to create bindings between the im-

plemented Reports and a SharePoint site. The chapter List-Report associations  

and the chapter Property bindings describes how to use the graphical user inter-

face to alter and add new report bindings.  

Appendix A shows how to create and configure SharePoint lists and charts. 

An example of a SharePoint site is shown in Example of SharePoint home page. 

A screen shot of the final product is shown below: 

 

Figure 36 The UI of the developed application 

 

To aid a user to select correct data types to avoid run-time errors, the UI restricts 

user selections based on the context of the field. This is used both for entering 

settings and to perform the bindings. 
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Example 1) Report configuration, entering a numeric value; restricts the user to 

numbers only: 

 

Figure 37 Number input 

 

Example 2) Report configuration, entering an enumerable value;  

 

  

Figure 38 Enumerable field input 

 

Example 3) Report configuration, entering a date value; restricts the user to pick 

the date using a date-time picker: 

 

Figure 39 Date input 
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Example 4) Field bindings: The destination type is String, and all source types 

can coerce to String without errors. Hence, all available fields are shown in the 

drop-down list. 

 

Figure 40 Selection to String type 

 

Example 5) Field bindings: The destination type is DateTime, and only works 

when the source type is also DateTime. The list shows only DateTime fields in 

the drop-down list. 

 

Figure 41 Selection to DateTime type 

 

Example 5) Field bindings: The destination type is Double and only source types 

that can coerce to Double is shown in the drop-down list. 

 

Figure 42 Selection to Double type 
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The picture below illustrates the class diagram of the application: 

 

Figure 43 Class diagram of the application 

The abstract base class for all Reports to inherit is listed in Appendix B.  

The concrete implementation of the Report classes is listed in Appendix C. 

The implementation of PropertyReflector is listed in Appendix D. 

The implementation of the ListBindingContext class is listed in Appendix E. 
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5.5 Test and evaluation 

The following sub-chapters contains the result of the test and evaluation of the 

final product:  

5.5.1 Stability 

Requirement:  

Run the application for one week continuously, updating SharePoint with fresh 

data every hour. No exceptions or crashes are allowed. 

Result:  

The application has at the time of writing been running continuously for 86 days 

with zero errors.  

5.5.2 Data Correctness 

Requirement: 

Verify correctness of the produced data by comparing it with manual calculations. 

No errors allowed. 

Result:  

The produced data was compared with the previously existing Excel sheets and 

all data points were checked. No errors or discrepancies were detected. 

5.5.3 Usability 

Requirement: 

Demonstrate that the graphical user interface can be used to alter and add bind-

ings between the report data and the SharePoint page. 

Demonstrate the application on a staff meeting and ask colleagues for feedback.  

Ask colleague to use the application to create a binding between a SharePoint list 

and a statistics report.  

Result: 

The application was demonstrated on a staff meeting and feedback was collected. 

The feedback can be summarized as: 

- It produces charts which gives good overview of current production 

- The tool seems intuitive, but there will probably be few that creates and 

configures reports in practice 

The GUI was tested by two colleagues and they could customize reports with the 

tool with some guidance.  
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5.6 Example of SharePoint home page 

The developed application is installed on a virtual server in one of Synopsys’ data 

center. The information is published on a home page for the Industrialization de-

partment, all of which is updated automatically. The landing page for the depart-

ment shows different lists, such as pending test updates, application backlogs and 

current errands. 

 

Under the sub-page 'Field Returns', current statistics for the number of returned 

units for each month is displayed graphically  

 

Figure 44 Industrialization department - main page 
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Under the sub-page “HAPS-80 Yield”, aggregated yield reports are presented 

graphically. 

 

Other associated products are shown in similar charts:  

 

Figure 45 Chart representation of field returns 

 

Figure 46 Yield report for product XCVU440 
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Figure 47 Yield report for product H80 PM (Power Module) 
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6 Discussion 
This chapter discuss the methods used and evaluates the goal fulfillment of the 

project.  

6.1 The work and deliverables 

The work started with a short prestudy where the existing Excel reports and met-

rics were reviewed. The project was planned to include the most commonly re-

quested production reports, but to exclude more detailed report types that is typ-

ically used by persons involved in order management and R&D. This means that 

the final application doesn’t replace traditional Excel reports completely, but it 

reduces the number of reports that is created by hand.   

Studying how to interact with Microsoft SharePoint took more time than ex-

pected. The reason for this was mainly that there are several API’s to choose from, 

all with benefits and drawbacks. The restrictions imposed by the company’s IT 

department affected the selection process as described in Selecting what Share-

Point API to use.  

During the implementation of the application, significant effort was invested in 

scalability and usability aspects.  

The test and evaluation were done by testing stability, data correctness and usa-

bility. 

The deliverables of the project were; 

- This document 

- A presentation of the project in the form of a slide show 

- Source code and documentation to the application 

- A collection of SharePoint pages designed to display production reports 
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6.2 Goal fulfilment 

This chapter summarizes the fulfilment of the goals outlined in chapter 1. 

6.2.1 Selecting what SharePoint API to use 

As shown in the Theory chapter, Microsoft SharePoint provides several API’s 

that could achieve the goals with this study. The reason for selecting the client 

API was mainly to work around the concerns with the IT department, but if this 

project could have been done in a sandbox SharePoint server environment, other 

options would have been possible or even desirable.   

The goal is considered completed, with a reservation: Factors within Synopsys 

Inc. affected the selection process, such as the IT department’s lack of readiness 

and will to setup a SharePoint server for test purposes. 

 

6.2.2 Define manufacturing metrics and algorithms to calculate 
them 

The selected manufacturing metrics are very common across the industry and can 

be regarded as standard for electronics manufacturing. As mentioned, the selected 

metrics are not necessarily KPI’s for Synopsys, but the developed solution can 

be a part in calculating and presenting such KPI’s once they have been defined 

and agreed upon. 

The goal is considered completed. 

 

6.2.3 Implement a graphical user interface for report 
configuration and generation 

A graphical user interface is created and can be used for report configuration. 

Much effort has been made to simplify the binding process, for example re-

striction of binding data types (only value types that can coerce to the destination 

field is selectable in the list). The destination fields are fetched from the specified 

SharePoint web page, which alleviates the error prone process of defining the 

fields and value types manually. 

It is always subjective if an application is intuitive and easy to use. The applica-

tion has been tested by two colleagues, which with some guidance could com-

plete a binding process. 
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6.2.4 Compare the existing solution using Excel with the 
results of this study 

During the evaluation of how much time it takes to update the Excel sheet, 17 

errors were discovered when a production order of 100 serial numbers were 

picked at random. This indicates that data entry is hard to do manually for large 

data volumes and is better suited to be handled programmatically. A serial 

number that was correctly marked as ‘Failed’ during one update, could have 

been repaired and retested and is now passing. The reverse is also possible, a 

serial number could have passed the tests, but later failed for a visual defect that 

wasn’t spotted directly. To be sure that all data is correct, all serial numbers 

would have to be re-checked every update, an impossible task to perform 

manually. 

 

In the estimation of the total effort per month it was concluded that it would 

take almost 44 hours to complete a month’s worth of updates, even if this was 

only done for a fraction of the total manufactured units. The time automated 

report generation saves can be used for other tasks. 

 

It should be noted that Excel provides a vast amount of different styles and 

formatting of charts and tables. SharePoint is more limited in this aspect. The 

proposed solution does collate the data into a monthly view, but this would also 

be possible to do in the Excel report. Excel is the better choice when changing 

the graphical layout of charts and tables. 

 

6.3 The final product 

The application is running on a server and continuously produces up to date pro-

duction statistics on several SharePoint web pages. Judging from usage statistics 

during August 2017, 628 page loads were registered, which indicates that the 

product is used. It has reduced the number of Excel reports which previously 

were created.  

According to the feedback that was collected, the main drawback with this solu-

tion is the loss of control for the initiated reader. The Excel spreadsheets provided 

a way for the user to double-check calculations and to look at the source data, 

which is not provided by the SharePoint page which only displays the aggregated 

data. 

 

6.4 Ethical considerations 

6.4.1 Privacy and safety 

Collecting and presenting statistics in the form that is outlined in this thesis 

doesn’t pose any concerns with privacy or safety. However, it would be possible 

to generate reports that could track individuals, for example their relative perfor-

mance and activity.  
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The Synplex data source contains information that could be used to present for 

example user’s productivity or lack thereof. Information about successful versus 

unsuccessful repair attempts of the products is stored that could be utilized to 

present a measure of a person’s skill level. It would also be possible to count the 

number of resolved errands per user. 

In general, presenting lists with individual’s activity, productivity or skill level 

could raise concerns for the respect and integrity of the co-workers.  The author’s 

intention is that the proposed tools and methods should not be used in a way, so 

it harms the respect and integrity of individuals. Information that is sensitive or 

information that becomes sensitive when combined is inevitable in a company.  

Synopsys Inc. has implemented a Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, which 

clearly states that integrity and respect for individual’s privacy must be respected 

and holders of such information is responsible to; comply with all applicable pol-

icies and laws regarding the collection, use and disclosure of these data.  

 

6.4.2 Environmental 

The environmental aspects of the final product could lead to less waste because 

problems in manufacturing of a part is identified earlier. Defects and poor pro-

duction yield is costly, because it leads to wasted products, excessive repair op-

erations and less productivity. “Defects are not free: somebody makes defects and 

gets paid for making them” [34]. Manufacturing of electronics has environmental 

impact, so reducing waste is good both for profitability and the environment. 

 

6.5 Future work 

The recommendation going forward is to expand the BI effort by making a stra-

tegic decision to implement KPIs and then assemble a team that can find the per-

formance indicators (PI) and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that is applicable 

for the business unit. A good starting point is David Parmenter's book “Develop-

ing, implementing and using winning KPIs” [13], where he provides a structured 

way forward to implement this in practice. 

From a tools perspective, the application developed during this thesis could be 

expanded to use more powerful reports and to integrate reports also from other 

business systems.  
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6.6 Lessons learned 

For an organization to become data-driven, many aspects should be considered. 

The sheer availability of data doesn't help that much if the data isn't utilized for 

decision-making. This requires a corporate strategy where senior management 

requests and act upon business-critical indicators. In an organization, where fi-

nancial metrics are the only tools available for data analysis, the feedback loop is 

very long, and the result of a change is partly hidden in other factors, such as 

changes in growth of the global economy. 

It was mentioned in the Theory chapter that as many as 70-80% of corporate 

business intelligence projects fail, according to Gartner [12]. It seldom fails on 

technical reasons, but rather on people and processes. Without a common view 

and a top-down approach, it is very hard to implement a BI solution successfully.  

With the experiences gained with this study, the author would invest more effort 

into the business aspects before working with the technical implementation 

details. One should be humble for the fact that changes in ways of working don’t 

come easy. Even if a technically superior solution is provided, it takes many 

discussions and meetings to make everyone aware and onboard with a change. 

Jay Turo discuss why people have a hard time adopting BI projects in his article 

Why Business Intelligence is So Hard [And What to do about it] [38]. ”The vast 

majority of us are a combination of unable and unexcited to actually use business 

intelligence tools [..]”, he claims, which is also the author’s observation.  A 

similar view is presented in the article Why culture change is key to the success 

of business intelligence technology: ”Unlike BI technology, BI culture cannot 

simple be installed and switched on” [39]. This is also very much in line with the 

results of the Gartner study on the topic [12].  

There are many articles about failing BI implementations, with similar 

conclusions as the author. In Why Business Intelligence Projects Fail [40] Roni 

Toledano lists three major reasons: Lack of purpose, not solving anyone’s 

problem and not enough training. There must be an idea for what the data should 

be used for and the people who are supposed to use it needs to feel it solves their 

problems. Last but not least, a lot of training is needed. The existing solutions 

could be both labor-intensive and error prone, but at least they’re familiar. 

Promising outlooks is simply not enough to drive real change.  
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6.7 Conclusions 

There are hundreds of books written on the topic of “Business Intelligence”, a 

search for scholarly articles using the same search expression yields more than 

200’000 hits. BI is a wide field where many larger businesses and organizations 

are investing to improve their operations and profitability. The interest in this 

field is also reflected in the number of commercially available applications that 

exists. An extensive comparison of actively maintained BI software’s is listed in 

[32] but there are many more applications available. It is often very comprehen-

sive and expensive software’s with a myriad of functions. 

For example, IBM Cognos Analytics [29], Oracle Business Intelligence 12c [30] 

and SAP BusinessObjects [31] would require an extensive evaluation and imple-

mentation and often entails a company-wide effort to deploy. They are often a 

part of an even larger application suite for warehouse- and resource planning and 

to leverage on their full capability, all other parts needs to be purchased and de-

ployed as well. 

It was obvious from the beginning that the manual updating of the Excel work-

book was a time-consuming task, but it was not fully anticipated that it would 

take ~25% of the total work hours for one person. The time the final product 

saves can be used for other useful work. 

The contribution with this thesis is that it describes a way to initiate a small-scale 

BI implementation without large budgets or firm commitments in the organiza-

tion. It uses a web collaboration tool that is common in larger businesses and 

shows a way to interface in-house developed data sources. What SharePoint API 

to use was restricted from a IT security and stability standpoint in this thesis. This 

restriction is likely to apply also on other larger organizations where a similar 

initiative is driven from outside the IT department. 
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8 Appendix A: Create and configure 
SharePoint lists and charts 
This chapter describes how the SharePoint lists and charts are configured to pre-

sent the data. 

A custom SharePoint list is created the following way: 

In Site Contents, select “add an app”: 

 

Figure 48 Adding a custom list to SharePoint 

Then, select a 'Custom list' from the possible selections. 
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Figure 49 Create the list 

The columns are created by pressing the +-sign at the far right of the list, as shown 

in the picture. 

 

A ready-made list for the yield report looks like the picture below. It contains 

columns for the unit counts, the yield and the repair rate. 

The next step is to connect the list to a chart web part, for showing the results 

graphically. When editing the page where the chart should be placed, select In-

sert->Web part. 

 

 

 

Figure 51 A custom SharePoint list for yield reports 

 

Figure 50 Adding a column to a list 
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Then locate the 'ChartWebPart' and add it to the page. It will display some random 

data. 

 

 

Figure 52 Inserting a web part on SharePoint 

 

Figure 53 Unconfigured chart web part added 
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Next step is to connect the chart to some data. This is done by selecting Data & 

Appearance->Connect Chart to Data. 

 

In this case, we want to connect to the custom SharePoint list that we have created, 

which is selected by a drop-down menu. Then, we add the series that we want to 

have displayed, the axis values and the series type. 

Once all series are added and the configurations are done, the chart is ready to be 

used. 

 

Figure 54 Data source options for a chart 

 

Figure 55 Chart data binding 
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This example shows a combination chart, with a combination of stacked bars and 

lines, which operates on separate y-axis. 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 56 Example of a combination chart 
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9 Appendix B: Implementation of the 
abstract ‘Report’ class 

    /// <summary> 
    /// This class serves as a base class for all reports 
    /// </summary> 
    public abstract class Report 
    { 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Enum to set how invalid values should be treated 
        /// </summary> 
        public enum StoreInvalidValuesAs 
        { 
            /// <summary> 
            /// Zero 
            /// </summary> 
            Zero, 
            /// <summary> 
            /// Empty 
            /// </summary> 
            Empty, 
            /// <summary> 
            /// Max value 
            /// </summary> 
            MaxValue, 
            /// <summary> 
            /// Min value 
            /// </summary> 
            MinValue, 
            /// <summary> 
            /// Not a number (NaN) 
            /// </summary> 
            NotNumber 
        } 
 
        private static readonly ILog log = LogManager.GetLogger(typeof(Report)); 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Constructor 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="name">Report name</param> 
        /// <param name="description">Report description</param> 
        /// <param name="underlyingType">Underlying data type of the report (typically 
DataTable or a class)</param> 
        public Report(string name, string description, Type underlyingType) 
        { 
            if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(name)) 
                throw new ArgumentNullException("name"); 
            Name = name; 
            if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(description)) 
                throw new ArgumentNullException("description"); 
            Description = description; 
 
            if (underlyingType == null) 
                throw new ArgumentNullException("underlyingType"); 
 
            UnderlyingType = underlyingType; 
            Items = new List<object>(); 
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            Configurations = new Dictionary<string, ReflectedProperty>(); 
            Initialize(); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// The name of the report 
        /// </summary> 
        public string Name { get; private set; } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// The description of the report 
        /// </summary> 
        public string Description { get; private set; } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Report items 
        /// </summary> 
        protected List<object> Items { get; set; } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// The underlying data type of the items collection 
        /// </summary> 
        protected Type UnderlyingType { get; private set; } 
 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Get reflected properties from a value tye. 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="valuetype"></param> 
        /// <returns>A list of reflected properties</returns> 
        public List<ReflectedProperty> GetReflectedFieldsForType(Type valuetype) 
        { 
            List<ReflectedProperty> result = new List<ReflectedProperty>(); 
            if (UnderlyingType != typeof(DataTable)) 
            { 
                var pr = new PropertyReflector(UnderlyingType).GetReflectedProperties(); 
                var re = pr.Where(p => ReflectedProperty.IsConvertible( 

p.PropertyType, valuetype)); 
                foreach (var v in re) 
                    result.Add(new ReflectedProperty(v.Name, v.PropertyType)); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                foreach (DataColumn c in dt.Columns) 
                    if (ReflectedProperty.IsConvertible(c.DataType, valuetype)) 
                        result.Add(new ReflectedProperty(c.ColumnName, c.DataType)); 
            } 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Populate items (abscract method, must be overridden in child class) 
        /// </summary> 
        public abstract void PopulateItems(); 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// A property holding the configuration properties  
        /// </summary> 
        public Dictionary<string, ReflectedProperty> Configurations { get; set; } 
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        /// <summary> 
        /// The DataTable instance where the result will be stored 
        /// </summary> 
        protected DataTable dt = null; 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Converts the items into a dataview 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <returns>A dataview that represents the data in the items.</returns> 
        public DataView GetDataView() 
        { 
            if(UnderlyingType != typeof(DataTable)) 
            { 
                if (Items == null) 
                    throw new NullReferenceException("Items"); 
                if (Items.Count() == 0) 
                    throw new ArgumentOutOfRangeException("Items"); 
 
                var type = Items.First().GetType(); 
                var props = new PropertyReflector(type); 
                dt = new DataTable(Name); 
                foreach (var v in props.GetReflectedProperties()) 
                { 
                    if (v.PropertyType.IsGenericType &&  

v.PropertyType.GetGenericTypeDefinition() == typeof(Nullable<>)) 
                        dt.Columns.Add(v.Name, Nullable.GetUnderlyingType(v.PropertyType)); 
                    else if (v.PropertyType.IsEnum) 
                        dt.Columns.Add(v.Name, typeof(string)); 
                    else 
                        dt.Columns.Add(v.Name, v.PropertyType); 
                } 
 
                foreach (var v in Items) 
                { 
                    DataRow row = dt.NewRow(); 
                    foreach (var vp in props.GetReflectedProperties()) 
                    { 
                        object val = props.GetValue(v, vp.Name); 
                        if (val == null) 
                            val = DBNull.Value; 
                        row[vp.Name] = val; 
                    } 
 
                    dt.Rows.Add(row); 
                } 
            } 
 
            return dt.AsDataView(); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Initializes the report 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="conf">Configurations to use</param> 
        public void Initialize(Dictionary<string, ReflectedProperty> conf = null) 
        { 
            dt = new DataTable(Name); 
            Items.Clear(); 
            dt.Rows.Clear(); 
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            if (conf != null) 
            { 
                foreach (var v in Configurations) 
                    if (conf.ContainsKey(v.Key)) 
                        v.Value.Value = conf[v.Key].Value;//Only set existing values 
            } 
            InitializeData(); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Initializes the data fetching (abstract) 
        /// </summary> 
        protected abstract void InitializeData(); 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Adds a configuration to this base class 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="r">Configuration to add</param> 
        protected void AddConfiguration(ReflectedProperty r) 
        { 
            Configurations.Add(r.Name, r); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Checks if a particular object should be included in the summary. 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="o"></param> 
        /// <returns></returns> 
        protected abstract bool ShouldInclude(object o); 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Logs a message to screen 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="message">The message to log</param> 
        protected void LogMessage(string message) 
        { 
            log.Info(message); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Logs a exception to screen 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="msg"></param> 
        /// <param name="ex"></param> 
        protected void LogException(string msg, Exception ex) 
        { 
            log.Error(msg, ex); 
        } 

    } 
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10 Appendix C: Report class 
implementations 

10.1 Yield Report class 

The class MfgYieldRe-

port is a concrete imple-

mentation of a Report, 

which creates an aggre-

gated yield report for the 

selected product numbers.  

It starts with fetching all 

work orders for the selected 

products, then queries yield 

reports for these work or-

ders.  

The yield reports contain 

the yield information for a 

specific work order. Now, 

we want to aggregate all 

work orders in a time span and aggregate the statistics either daily, weekly or 

monthly. This is done by fetching yield reports where the first record falls within 

the selected time span.  

while (endDate < DateTime.Now) 
{ 
    var row = dt.NewRow(); 
    row["Start Date"] = startDate; 
 
    endDate = GetNextInterval(startDate).AddSeconds(-1); 
    row["End Date"] = endDate; 
 
    row["Year"] = startDate.Year; 
 
    string rowname = startDate.ToString( 

Configurations["DateFormatString"].AsString,  
CultureInfo.CreateSpecificCulture("en-US")); 

    YieldReport.TimeSliceTypes slice =  
(YieldReport.TimeSliceTypes) 
Configurations["TimeSliceType"].AsInt32; 

    if(slice == YieldReport.TimeSliceTypes.Weekly) 
    { 
        int week = WeekOfYearISO8601(startDate); 
        if (string.IsNullOrEmpty( 

     Configurations["DateFormatString"].AsString)) 
            rowname = week.ToString(); 
        else 
            rowname += "_" + week; 
    } 
 
    row["RowName"] = rowname; 

Figure 57 Yield report flow 
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    row["Product ID"] = products.First().ProductID; 
 
    //Yield count, 1 month 
    var yrep = yieldReports.Values.Where(p =>  

p.FirstRecord >= startDate &&  
p.FirstRecord <= endDate).ToList(); 

 
    int qtyTot = yrep.Sum(p => p.WorkOrderQuantity); 
    int fpcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.FirstPassSerialNumbersCount); 
    int pcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.PassedSerialNumbersCount); 
    int fcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.FailedSerialNumbersCount); 
    int retcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.PassedNonRepairedSerialNumbersCount); 
    int totcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.TotalSerialNumbersCount); 
    aggmfgVolume += totcount; 
 
    row["Quantity"] = qtyTot; 
    row["#1st Pass"] = fpcount; 
    row["#Passed"] = pcount; 
    row["#Failed"] = fcount; 
    row["#RetestPass"] = retcount; 
    row["#Total"] = totcount; 
    row["#AccMfg"] = aggmfgVolume; 
 
    row["Completed%"] = GetRatio(pcount, qtyTot); 
    row["1st Pass Yield%"] = GetRatio(fpcount, totcount); 
    row["Retest Yield%"] = GetRatio(retcount, totcount); 
    row["Total Yield%"] = GetRatio(pcount, totcount); 
    row["Repaired%"] = GetRatio((pcount - retcount), totcount); 
    row["Test instability%"] = GetRatio((retcount - fpcount), totcount); 
                 
    dt.Rows.Add(row); 
    startDate = GetNextInterval(startDate);//Update for next pass 

} 

Table 1 Report Fields 

Name Data type Description 

Product ID String The product identification of the yield re-

ports 

Start Date DateTime The start date of the interval 

End Date DateTime The end date of the interval 

Year Int32 The year of the interval 

RowName String The day, week or month name, formatted 

per the report configuration 

Quantity Int32 The total work order quantity for all work 

orders in the selected interval 
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#1st Pass Int32 The total number of first-passing units 

#Passed Int32 The total number of passing units 

#Failed Int32 The total number of failed units 

#RetestPass Int32 The total number of passing units, including 

retested 

#Total Int32 Total number of units that has completed 

testing 

#AccMfg Int32 The accumulated number of manufactured 

units since start of this report 

Completed% Double The ratio between passed and total units. 

1st Pass Yield% Double The ratio between first-passed and total 

units. 

Retest Yield% Double The ratio between passed units (except re-

paired units) and total units. 

Total Yield% Double The ratio between all passed units and total 

units. 

Repaired% Double The ratio between repaired units and total 

units. 

Test instability% Double The ratio between (retested – first passed) 

units and total units. 

 

Table 2 Report configurations for MfgYieldReport 

Configuration Description Default Value 

ProductID The productIDs to retrieve the report 
for. Multiple entries are separated 
with either of ,;:| 

SH100001291, 
SH100001403 

DateFormatString The format string for RowName 
(MMMM=Full month name, 
MMM=Abbreviated month name, 
dddd=Full weekday name, 
ddd=Abbreviated weekday name. 
 

MMM 
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Configuration Description Default Value 

For weekly slice type, this could be 
left empty for only week number, or 
for example use yy, which yields 
yy_WW) 

StoreInvalidValuesAs Specifies how to treat invalid (NaN) 
values 
- Zero 
- Empty 
- MaxValue 
- MinValue 
- NotNumber 

Empty 

NoDecimals The number of decimals to use in 
percentages 

1 

TimeSliceType Specifies the time slice type 
- All (invalid in this mode) 
- Daily 
- Weekly 
- Monthly 

Monthly 

LookBackTicks The number time slice intervals to 
look back 

12 
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10.2 Return Rate Report 

The class ReturnRateR-

eport is a concrete imple-

mentation of a Report, 

which calculates the return 

rate for a product. The return 

rate is defined as the number 

of returned units divided by 

the number of shipped units 

in a specific time interval. 

The report will contain data 

for 1, 6, 12, 24 months as 

well as the lifetime return 

rate. The purpose of having 

different time intervals is to 

be able to follow trends 

which might be invisible in 

a wider time span. 

First, the selected products 

are fetched. Then, all cases of returned material (RMA) is fetched and filtered by 

the selected products. The applicable yield reports are also fetched to provide the 

denominator for the calculation. The data can now be aggregated into monthly 

time slots, and return rates in the different intervals are calculated. 

while (endDate < DateTime.Now) 
{ 
    var row = dt.NewRow(); 
    row["Start Date"] = startDate; 
 
    endDate = startDate.AddMonths(1).AddSeconds(-1); 
    row["End Date"] =endDate; 
 
    row["Year"] = startDate.Year; 
 
    row["Month"] = startDate.ToString( 

Configurations["MonthFormatString"].AsString,  
CultureInfo.CreateSpecificCulture("en-US")); 

 
    row["Product ID"] = products.First().ProductID; 
    row["Product Name"] = Helper.GetProduct( 

products.First().ProductID,  
products.First().Revision).Name; 

 
    #region Yield count, 1 month 
 
    var yrep = yieldReports.Values.Where(p =>  

p.FirstRecord >= startDate &&  
p.FirstRecord <= endDate) 
.ToList();//The yield reports for this time interval 

    row["Quantity"] = yrep.Sum(p => p.WorkOrderQuantity); 

Figure 58 Return Rate report flow 
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    int pcount = yrep.Sum(p => p.PassedSerialNumbersCount); 
    row["Completed"] = pcount; 
 
    var curraff = affSns.Where(p =>  

p.Key >= startDate &&  
p.Key <= endDate) 
.Select(p => p.Value); 

    row["Returned"] = curraff.Count(); 
 
    row["RMA s/ns"] = string.Join(", ", curraff.ToArray()); 
 
    if (curraff.Count() > 0 && pcount > 0) 
        row["1 m rr%"] = curraff.Count() / ((double)pcount); 
    else if(invType != StoreInvalidValuesAs.Empty) 
        row["1 m rr%"] = nanvalue; 
 
    #endregion 
 
    #region Yield count, 6, 12, 24 months + lifetime 
 [..] //Excluded for brewity 
    #endregion 
 
    dt.Rows.Add(row); 
    startDate = startDate.AddMonths(1);//Update for next pass 

} 

 

Table 3 Report Fields 

Name Data type Description 

Start Date DateTime The start date of the interval 

End Date DateTime The end date of the interval 

Year Int32 The year of the interval 

Month String The month name, formatted per the report 

configuration 

Product ID String  The product ID that the report is pertaining 

Product Name String The product name 

Quantity Int32 The total work order quantity for all work or-

ders in the current interval 

Completed Int32 The total number completed units in the in-

terval 
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Returned Int32 The total number of returned units in the in-

terval 

RMA s/ns String The serial numbers of the returned units 

1 m rr% Double The calculated return rate, with a 1 month 

window 

6 m comp Int32 Total number of units completed in a 6-

month window before and including the time 

interval 

6 m returned Int32 Total number of units returned in a 6-month 

window before and including the time inter-

val 

6 m rr% Double The calculated return rate, with a 6-month 

window 

12 m comp Int32 Total number of units completed in a 12-

month window before and including the time 

interval 

12 m returned Int32 Total number of units returned in a 12-month 

window before and including the time inter-

val 

12 m rr% Double The calculated return rate, with a 12-month 

window 

24 m comp Int32 Total number of units completed in a 24-

month window before and including the time 

interval 

24 m returned Int32 Total number of units returned in a 24-month 

window before and including the time inter-

val 

24 m rr% Double The calculated return rate, with a 24-month 

window 
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Table 4 Report configurations for ReturnRateReport 

Configuration Description Default Value 

ProductID The productIDs to retrieve the report 
for. Multiple entries are separated 
with either of ,;:| 

SH100001291, 
SH100001403 

MonthFormatString The format string for month name 
(MMMM=Full name, MMM=Abbreviated 
name" 

MMM 

StoreInvalidValuesAs Specifies how to treat invalid (NaN) 
values 
- Zero, Empty, MaxValue, MinValue, 
NotNumber 

Empty 
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10.3 RMAReport 

The class RMAReport is a 

concrete implementation of 

a Report, which calculates 

the in- and out of warranty 

repairs for the selected prod-

ucts during the past year. 

The report is divided in 

monthly data points. 

First, the selected products 

are fetched. Then, all cases 

of returned material (RMA) 

is fetched and filtered by the 

selected products.  

The data can now be aggre-

gated into monthly time slots, and the number of in-warranty and out of warranty 

items for each month can be calculated. 

 

var resultIw = tasks.Where(p => p.InWarranty);//In-warranty items 
var resultOow = tasks.Where(p => !p.InWarranty);//Out-of-warranty items 
 
DateTime current = startDate; 
while (current < DateTime.Now) 
{ 
    Rma r = new Rma(Configurations["MonthFormatString"].AsString); 
    r.StartDate = current; 
 
    #region In-warranty 
 
    r.OpenedInWarranty = resultIw.Count(p =>  

p.Created >= r.StartDate &&  
p.Created <= r.EndDate); 

    var closed = resultIw.Where(p =>  
p.ClosedDate.HasValue &&  
p.ClosedDate.Value >= r.StartDate &&  
p.ClosedDate.Value <= r.EndDate); 

    r.ClosedInWarranty = closed.Count(); 
    var act = resultIw.Where(p =>  

p.Created <= r.EndDate &&  
(p.ClosedDate.HasValue ? p.ClosedDate.Value > r.EndDate : true)); 

    r.ActiveInWarranty = act.Count(); 
 
    if (r.ClosedInWarranty > 0) 
        r.AverageTurnDaysInWarranty = closed.Average(p =>  

    p.Duration.TotalDays); 
    else 
        r.AverageTurnDaysInWarranty = double.NaN; 
 
    #endregion 
 
    #region Out of warranty 
 

Figure 59 RmaReport PopulateItems flow 
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    [..] //Excluded for brewity 
 
    #endregion 
    //Add to collection 
    base.Items.Add(r.Clone()); 
    //Move forward one month 
    current = current.AddMonths(1); 
} 

 

This report is special, as it doesn’t use a DataTable directly, but rather reflec-

tion on a results class object, Rma. As seen in the code snippet above, the data is 

not placed in a data row, but rather an instance of a class. When the list is re-

solved, it creates a DataView from the class instances through reflection.  

 

private class Rma 
{ 
    string m_FormatString = "MMM"; 
    public Rma(string formatString) 
    { 
        m_FormatString = formatString; 
    } 
 
    public Rma Clone() 
    { 
        return (Rma)this.MemberwiseClone(); 
    } 
 
    public string MonthName 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return StartDate.ToString(m_FormatString,  

         CultureInfo.CreateSpecificCulture("en-US")); 
 
        } 
    } 
 
    public string YearName 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return StartDate.Year.ToString(); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public DateTime StartDate { get; set; } 
    public DateTime EndDate 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return StartDate.AddMonths(1).AddMilliseconds(-1); 
        } 
    } 
    public int OpenedOutOfWarranty { get; set; } 
    public int OpenedInWarranty { get; set; } 
    public int OpenedTotal 
    { 
        get 
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        { 
            return OpenedInWarranty + OpenedOutOfWarranty; 
        } 
    } 
    public int ClosedOutOfWarranty { get; set; } 
    public int ClosedInWarranty { get; set; } 
    public int ClosedTotal 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return ClosedInWarranty + ClosedOutOfWarranty; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public int ActiveOutOfWarranty { get; set; } 
    public int ActiveInWarranty { get; set; } 
 
    public int ActiveTotal 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            return ActiveInWarranty + ActiveOutOfWarranty; 
        } 
    } 
    public double AverageTurnDaysOutOfWarranty { get; set; } 
    public double AverageTurnDaysInWarranty { get; set; } 
    public double AverageTurnDaysTotal 
    { 
        get 
        { 
            double v = 0; 
            if (AverageTurnDaysOutOfWarranty != double.NaN) 
                v += AverageTurnDaysOutOfWarranty; 
            if (AverageTurnDaysInWarranty != double.NaN) 
                v += AverageTurnDaysInWarranty; 
            return v; 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

Table 5 Report Configurations for RMAReport 

Configuration Description Default Value 

ProductID The productIDs to retrieve the report 
for. Multiple entries are separated 
with either of ,;:| 

SH100001291, 
SH100001403 

MonthFormatString The format string for month name 
(MMMM=Full name, MMM=Abbreviated name" 

MMM 

StoreInvalidValuesAs Specifies how to treat invalid (NaN) 
values 
- Zero 
- Empty 
- MaxValue 
- MinValue 
- NotNumber 

Empty 

NoDecimals The number of decimals to use in 
percentages 

1 
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10.4 TasksReport 

The class TasksReport 

is a concrete implementa-

tion of a Report, which 

makes it possible to fetch 

errands from Synplex. The 

intention with this report is 

to present task lists such as 

backlogs and is typically 

used in conjunction with 

the row filter.   

First, the tasks are fetched 

from Synplex and the items 

that should be included (by 

using the Should-

Include method listed be-

low) is added to the collection. Any additional filtering is done after the collection 

has been transformed into a DataView. 

 

Figure 61 Example, using a Row Filter 

 

public override void PopulateItems() 
{ 
    LogMessage("Getting tasks.."); 
    var tasks = Common.db.GetAllTasks(); 
    if (Configurations["Include Archived tasks"].AsBoolean) 
    { 
        LogMessage("Getting Archived tasks.."); 
        tasks.AddRange(Common.db.GetArchivedTasks()); 
    } 
 
    base.Items.AddRange(tasks.Where(p => ShouldInclude(p))); 
    LogMessage("Got "+base.Items.Count + " items"); 

}    

 

protected override bool ShouldInclude(object o) 
{ 
    RemotingCommon.ProdServer.data.Task t = (RemotingCommon.Prod-
Server.data.Task)o; 
    if (t.Created.CompareTo(Configurations["StartDate"].Value) >= 0 && 
        t.Created.CompareTo(Configurations["EndDate"].Value) <= 0) 
    { 
        if(t.TaskTypeId == 0 &&  

    Configurations["Include General tasks"].AsBoolean) 

Figure 60 Task report flow 
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            return true; 
        if (t.TaskTypeId == 1 &&  

     Configurations["Include RMA tasks"].AsBoolean) 
            return true; 
        if (t.TaskTypeId == 2 &&  

     Configurations["Include Debug tasks"].AsBoolean) 
            return true; 
    } 
                 
    return false; 

} 

 

Table 6 Report Configurations for TasksReport 

Configuration Description Default Value 

StartDate The start date of the range to retrieve DateTime.Min 

EndDate The end date of the range to retrieve DateTime.Max 

Include General tasks Flag indicating if General tasks should 
be included 

TRUE 

Include RMA tasks Flag indicating if RMA tasks should be 
included 

TRUE 

Include Debug tasks Flag indicating if Debug tasks should 
be included 

TRUE 

Include Archived tasks Flag indicating if Archived tasks 
should be included (tasks closed for 
more than 30 days) 

TRUE 
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11 Appendix D: Implementation of 
PropertyReflector 

    /// <summary> 
    /// This class provides reflection for a property 
    /// </summary> 
    public class PropertyReflector 
    { 
        Type m_Type = null; 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Creates a new reflector for a type 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="t">The type to reflect</param> 
        public PropertyReflector(Type t) 
        { 
            m_Type = t; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets a value of a property with a specified name, through reflection from the 

source 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="source">An instance of the class to reflect</param> 
        /// <param name="propName">The name of the property that should be searched 

for</param> 
        /// <returns>The value of the property</returns> 
        public object GetValue(object source, string propName) 
        { 
            PropertyInfo prop = source.GetType().GetProperty(propName,  

BindingFlags.Public | BindingFlags.Instance); 
            if (null != prop) 
            { 
                if(prop.PropertyType.IsEnum) 
                { 
                    return Enum.GetName(prop.PropertyType, prop.GetValue(source, null)); 
                } 
                return prop.GetValue(source, null); 
            } 
            return null; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets all properties in the type 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <returns>A list of property info</returns> 
        public List<PropertyInfo> GetReflectedProperties() 
        { 
            List<PropertyInfo> result = new List<PropertyInfo>(); 
            foreach (PropertyInfo p in m_Type.GetProperties()) 
            { 
                if (p.PropertyType.IsArray) 
                    continue; 
 
                else if (p.PropertyType.IsClass &&  

p.PropertyType.UnderlyingSystemType != typeof(string)) 
                    continue; 
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                else 
                    result.Add(p); 
            } 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets all properties in the type 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <returns>A list of names of the properties in this type</returns> 
        public List<string> GetReflectedPropertyNames() 
        { 
            List<string> result = new List<string>(); 
 
            foreach (PropertyInfo p in m_Type.GetProperties()) 
            { 
                if (p.PropertyType.IsArray) 
                { 
                    //object[] ar = (object[])p.GetValue(p, null); 
                    //Skip arrays 
                } 
                else if (p.PropertyType.IsClass &&  

p.PropertyType.UnderlyingSystemType != typeof(string)) 
                { 
                    //Skip classes 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    if (!result.Contains(p.Name)) 
                        result.Add(p.Name); 
                } 
            } 
 
            return result; 
        } 
 
        #region Is Generic list 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets if this is object is a generic list 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="o">The object</param> 
        /// <returns>Flag indicating generic list</returns> 
        bool IsGenericList(object o) 
        { 
            bool isGenericList = false; 
 
            var oType = o.GetType(); 
 
            if (oType.IsGenericType &&  

(oType.GetGenericTypeDefinition() == typeof(List<>))) 
                isGenericList = true; 
 
            return isGenericList; 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Get Value 
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        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets the value of a property 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="p">The property info of the object</param> 
        /// <param name="o">The object</param> 
        /// <returns>The value</returns> 
        object GetValue(PropertyInfo p, object o) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                if (p != null) 
                { 
                    return p.GetValue(o, null); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                string message = ex.Message; 
            } 
            return null; 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Get String value 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets the string value representation of a property 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="p">The property info of the object</param> 
        /// <param name="o">The object</param> 
        /// <returns>A string representation of the value</returns> 
        string GetStringValue(PropertyInfo p, object o) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                var v = GetValue(p, o); 
                if (v is DateTime) 
                    return ((DateTime)v).ToLocalTime().ToLongDateString(); 
 
                return v.ToString(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                string message = ex.Message; 
            } 
            return ""; 
        } 
 
        #endregion 

    } 
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12 Appendix E: Implementation of 
SharePoint ListBindingContext 

    /// <summary> 
    /// Class that represents a binding context toward a Sharepoint list 
    /// </summary> 
    public class ListBindingContext : BindingContext 
    { 
        #region Fields 
        int m_PendingValues = 0; 
        List<KeyValuePair<string, Type>> m_EditableFieldNames =  

new List<KeyValuePair<string, Type>>(); 
        List<ListField> m_EditableFields = new List<ListField>(); 
        private SP.List List 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                try 
                { 
                    return Context.Web.Lists.GetByTitle(ListName); 
                } 
                catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
                    LogException("Get list [" + ListName + "]: ", ex); 
                    throw ex; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Constructor 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Creates a new list binding context 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="id">The ID of the list</param> 
        /// <param name="url">The URL to the list</param> 
        /// <param name="listName">The name of the list</param> 
        public ListBindingContext(string id, string url, string listName) 
            :this(id, url) 
        { 
            ListName = listName; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Create a new list binding context 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="id">The ID of the list</param> 
        /// <param name="url">The URL to the list</param> 
        public ListBindingContext(string id, string url) : base(id, url) 
        { 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Empty Constructor 
        /// Note! Only allowed to be used by the deserializer! 
        /// </summary> 
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        public ListBindingContext() 
        { 
 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Public properties 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets or sets the name of this list 
        /// </summary> 
        public string ListName { get; set; } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Public methods 
 
        #region Clear list 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Clears the list from all contents 
        /// </summary> 
        public void ClearList() 
        { 
            SP.CamlQuery query = SP.CamlQuery.CreateAllItemsQuery(); 
            SP.ListItemCollection items = List.GetItems(query); 
            Context.Load(items); 
            Execute(); 
            LogMessage("Found " +items.Count + " items to delete"); 
            while (items.Count > 0) 
                items[0].DeleteObject(); 
            Execute(); 
            LogMessage("Delete successful"); 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Add binding values 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Adds binding values to this list 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="bindings">The bindings to add</param> 
        public override void AddBindingValues(List<Binding> bindings) 
        { 
            SP.ListItemCreationInformation itemCreateInfo =  

new SP.ListItemCreationInformation(); 
            SP.ListItem newItem = List.AddItem(itemCreateInfo); 
            foreach(var b in bindings) 
            { 
                if (b.Source.ValueType == typeof(double) &&  

  double.IsNaN((double)b.Value)) continue;//Don't add NAN values 
                if (b.Value == null ||  

  b.Value ==  DBNull.Value) continue;//Don't add empty 
                if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(b.Target.Property.Name))  

continue;//No destination 
                var o = Convert.ChangeType(b.Value, b.Target.Property.ValueType); 
                newItem[b.Target.Property.Name] = o; 
            } 
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            newItem.Update(); 
            m_PendingValues++; 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Flush 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Flush the list, writes all pending changes to the list 
        /// </summary> 
        public void Flush() 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                LogMessage("Flushing " + m_PendingValues + " items.."); 
                Execute(); 
                LogMessage("Flushing done"); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                m_PendingValues = 0; 
            } 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Get Editable field names 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Gets the name of the editable fields on this Sharepoint list 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="forceRefresh">Sets if the value should be forced to refresh or if 

a cached value is sufficient</param> 
        /// <returns>A list of editable fields on this list</returns> 
        public override List<ListField> GetEditableFields(bool forceRefresh) 
        { 
            if (m_EditableFields.Count > 0 && !forceRefresh) 
                return m_EditableFields; 
 
            SP.FieldCollection fields = List.Fields; 
            Context.Load(fields); 
            Execute(); 
 
            m_EditableFieldNames.Clear(); 
 
            foreach (var f in fields) 
            { 
                if (f.Hidden || f.ReadOnlyField || !ListField.IsValueType(f)) 
                { 
                    LogMessage(f.Title + " skipped"); 
                    continue; 
                } 
 
                m_EditableFields.Add(new ListField(f)); 
            } 
            return m_EditableFields; 
        } 
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        #endregion 
 
        #region Encode 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Encodes object by writing it to a binary writer instance 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="bw">The binary writer</param> 
        public override void Encode(BinaryWriter bw) 
        { 
            if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(ListName)) 
                throw new ArgumentNullException("ListName"); 
            bw.Write(ListName); 
            base.Encode(bw); 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Decode 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Decodes object by reading it from a binary reader instance 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="br">The binary reader</param> 
        public override void Decode(BinaryReader br) 
        { 
            this.ListName = br.ReadString(); 
            base.Decode(br); 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
 
        #endregion 

    } 

 


